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Abstract We couple airborne, ground-based, and satellite observations; conduct regional simulations; and develop and apply an inversion technique to constrain hourly smoke emissions from the Rim Fire, the third largest observed in California, USA. Emissions constrained with multiplatform data show notable nocturnal enhancements (sometimes over a factor of 20), correlate better with daily burned area data, and are a factor of 2–4 higher than a priori estimates, highlighting the need for improved characterization of diurnal profiles and day-to-day variability when modeling extreme fires. Constraining only with satellite data results in smaller enhancements mainly due to missing retrievals near the emissions source, suggesting that top-down emission estimates for these events could be underestimated and a multiplatform approach is required to resolve them. Predictions driven by emissions constrained with multiplatform data present significant variations in downwind air quality and in aerosol feedback on meteorology, emphasizing the need for improved emissions estimates during exceptional events.

1. Introduction

Smoke produced by large-scale biomass burning adversely affects human health, degrades atmospheric visibility, and plays an important role in climate radiative forcing [Jacobson, 2014; Page et al., 2002; Field et al., 2009]. Although accurate emission estimates are needed to assess these effects, considerable variability results from the current methodologies [Feng et al., 2014] and modeled smoke predictions usually differ from observations [e.g., Kaiser et al., 2012]. Several studies have constrained smoke emissions on a daily to monthly basis by using a chemical transport model with an optimization algorithm to improve the simulation of observations of atmospheric constituents, which is generally referred to as “inverse modeling.” While some of these approaches have assimilated data exclusively from satellite retrievals of gases [Pfister et al., 2005; Arellano et al., 2006; Kopacz et al., 2010], aerosols [Zhang et al., 2005; Petenko et al., 2012; Huneeus et al., 2012, 2013; Zhang et al., 2014], or both [Kononov et al., 2014], others have used ground-based measurements [Cohen and Wang, 2014; Mao et al., 2014a, 2014b; Hakami et al., 2005]. Although examples of multiplatform inversions for other sources exist [e.g., Huang et al., 2014], there is a growing need for a detailed estimation of wildfire smoke emissions by using multiple observational data sets at high spatial and temporal resolutions [Hyer et al., 2011], as constraints based on single-species measurements are often inconsistent within each other.
Wildfire activity in the western United States has been increasing over the past 3 decades [Westerling et al., 2006]. Several exceptional fire events have also been observed in recent years. One example is the Rim Fire, which affected the central Sierra Nevada Mountains during August–October 2013, becoming the third largest fire in California’s history [Peterson et al., 2014]. The Studies of Emissions and Atmospheric Composition, Clouds and Climate Coupling by Regional Surveys (SEAC4RS) field experiment sampled the Rim Fire smoke plume with several instruments onboard the NASA DC-8 aircraft on 26 and 27 August. The combination of airborne, spaceborne, and ground-based observations provides a unique multiplatform data set to characterize the details of the Rim Fire’s smoke plume.

This study presents an inverse modeling technique and employs it along with multiplatform observations to constrain hourly Rim Fire smoke emissions, investigate its day-to-day variability, and quantify its diurnal cycle. Model experiments are performed to assess the differences between constrained emissions obtained when assimilating various data sets and to estimate the impacts of these new emissions on air quality simulations, including feedback to local and regional meteorology.

2. Study Region, Methods, and Data

2.1. Regional Modeling

Atmospheric chemistry and aerosol properties were modeled using a modified Carbon Bond Mechanism (CBM-Z) [Zaveri and Peters, 1999] and the eight-bin Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry (MOSAIC) [Zaveri et al., 2008], respectively, within the Weather Research and Forecast with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) coupled chemistry and meteorology regional model [Skamarock et al., 2008; Grell et al., 2005]. Figure 1a shows the domain configuration. While several smoke emission inventories are available, the Quick Fire Emission Dataset (QFED) v2.4 [Darmenov and da Silva, 2014; Petrenko et al., 2012] was selected as the a priori estimate because of its skillful performance during SEAC4RS flight planning activities. By employing fire radiative power (FRP) observations from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), QFED uses FRP-to-emission coefficients adjusted to improve model agreement with aerosol optical depth (AOD) estimates. QFED provided daily biomass burning emissions at 0.1 degree resolution, which were regridded to match the model grids. These emissions were distributed hourly using a diurnal cycle obtained from the Western Regional Air Partnership [Western Regional Air Partnership, 2005], which assumes peak emissions during daytime between 17:00–02:00 UTC (10:00–19:00 local time) and low values during the rest of the day and night. Emissions were vertically distributed using the WRF-Chem online plume rise model [Grell et al., 2011], specifying heat-fluxes as in Freitas et al. [2007], and a default active fire size of 0.25 km². A size distribution representative of fresh forest fire smoke (92% of the mass within 80 to 300 nm dry diameters) was used to partition aerosol emissions into the model size bins, which then produced realistic simulations of the measured Angström exponent, a proxy of the aerosol size distribution (not shown). The application of these temporal, vertical, and size distributions to the QFED emissions is referred to as “initial emissions,” which represents the best available a priori knowledge on the source used in the inversion algorithm. Although chemical aging and secondary formation of organic aerosol (OA) can occur in aging smoke plumes, airborne data collected during the Rim Fire showed little change in OA to carbon monoxide (CO) ratio along the length of the plume, which was well represented by the model without secondary OA formation (<20% difference for observed CO <1000 ppb, observed ratio is noisy for CO >1000 ppb). Similar observations have been reported for other fires [Cubison et al., 2011; Jolleys et al., 2012; Sakamoto et al., 2014]; thus, secondary OA processes (which may have occurred on shorter time scales from emission than sampled by the aircraft) were not modeled in our study.

The emission inversion is dependent on the meteorological initial and boundary conditions because variables such as wind speed/direction, temperature, moisture, and boundary layer height greatly influence smoke transport [Garcia-Menendez et al., 2013] and plume rise. This study incorporated National Centers for Environmental Prediction Final Analysis (FNL, http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds083.2/) and North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR, http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds608.0/) in all experiments to test the sensitivity of constrained emissions estimates to meteorology. See Text S1 in the supporting information and section 1 for additional configuration description.
2.2. Inversion Methodology

Simulations with the WRF-Chem model using the full chemistry configuration were performed simultaneously with simulations of source-specific tracers. Each passive tracer corresponds to hourly CO emissions from the Rim Fire region (37.75 to 38.15°N and 120.3 to 119.05°W) for a period of 6 days, starting...
from the largest fire growth on 21 August (12:00 UTC) up to 27 August (12:00 UTC), thus resulting in 144 tracers. The tracers are then sampled at the observation time/locations. A total of three simulations for each forcing meteorology were performed: (1) initial emissions, (2) initial emission perturbation (scaled by a factor of 2), and (3) constrained emissions. Simulations (1) and (2) were used to compute finite difference derivatives (i.e., the rate of change of an observable when perturbing emissions) for the hourly CO tracers, which were converted to derivatives of observed variables by using the full-chemistry simulation. These derivatives were used in a variational inverse modeling scheme, which derived the scaling factors applied to hourly Rim Fire emissions. The factors were optimized to generate a better fit to the observations by simultaneously incorporating the a priori knowledge on emissions. See Text S1 in the supporting information and section 2 for a detailed description of the inversion algorithm and derivative computation.

Simulation (3) was performed after the inversion driven by the constrained emissions for investigating the inversion performance (Figure 2) and impacts (Figure 4). Also, the derivatives were recomputed with simulations (1) and (3) (i.e., the perturbation corresponds to the optimized scaling factors) because the derivatives depend on the perturbation due to nonlinearity (Text S1 in the supporting information and section 2). Then, the inversion algorithm was reapplied, and a new set of scaling factors were obtained, which were used in this analysis (Figures 1 and 3). Further iterations were not necessary as the inversion quickly reached convergence (Text S1 in the supporting information and section 2).

The initial emission perturbation and the scaling factors obtained by the inversion were applied to emissions of all chemical and aerosol species within the Rim Fire region. Observed and modeled OA to CO (section 2.1) and black carbon to CO (not shown) ratios strongly agreed for smoke of multiple ages (i.e., along the length of the plume), suggesting that the emission ratios for these species in QFED were close to the observed ratios. Extreme fire behavior prevailed during this period [Peterson et al., 2014], likely producing a flaming-dominant fire both day and night. Thus, not changing emission ratios between species as a function of the stage of the fire (flaming versus smoldering) is a reasonable model approximation. We therefore find it appropriate to simultaneously use aerosol and CO observations for the inversion and to scale aerosol and CO emissions by the same factors. Although we scaled emissions for all chemical and aerosol species, we limit our analysis and conclusions to smoke measurements mentioned in the text.

While this study focuses on a single, large fire event, this approach along with the available observations can also be applied to constrain multiple fires on varying time scales, or extended to other sources (e.g., dust, volcanic emissions, and greenhouse gases). To do so, the appropriate tracers with the desired time resolution and spatial coverage, given the information content in the observations, need to be defined, and the inversion method assumptions and limitations need to be verified. Compared to other inversion
algorithms, this method does not require the development of an adjoint, the computational requirements are similar to those of the forward model, and provides emissions fully consistent with WRF-Chem transport (details in Text S1 in the supporting information and section 2).

2.3. Observations

Multiple observational data sets were used simultaneously because the diverse information content provides better constraints on emissions. These observations included AOD and extinction, which capture the accumulation mode smoke burden; OA, which represents the species with the largest contribution to biomass burning aerosol mass (~90% of submicron aerosol for this study); and CO, which is one of the most abundant gases emitted by fires (CO to CO₂ ratio in fresh smoke plumes is ~0.08) and shows large relative increases with respect to background values. We assimilated these data obtained from three types of platforms: airborne, ground-based, and satellite.

Airborne data corresponded to NASA DC-8 measurements of in situ OA [DeCarlo et al., 2006], extinction [Ziemba et al., 2013], and CO [Sachse et al., 1987, 1991], as well as remotely sensed extinction (Figure S1 in the supporting information) [Hair et al., 2008] from flights on 26 and 27 August during the SEAC4RS field experiment. These data provided vertically resolved information of the smoke plume having multiple smoke age along the flight path. The model skillfully represented that the majority of Rim Fire smoke was confined to a deep mixed layer [Peterson et al., 2014] (Figure S1 in the supporting information), allowing airborne data to be used as input for the inversion. Ground-based data corresponded to AOD from the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) [Holben et al., 2001] and CO from air quality networks, which provided daytime constraints of the smoke column and continuous data at the surface, respectively. Both of these data sets increased the temporal coverage of the plume at discrete locations. Finally, satellite AOD retrievals from MODIS provided twice-daily snapshots of AOD with extensive spatial coverage. See details on these and other observations and data selection procedures in Text S1 in the supporting information and section 3.

Two data strategies were used for the inversions: assimilating airborne and ground-based measurements (Flight + Ground) and assimilating only satellite AOD data (satellite only). Explorative inversions (not shown)
presented little deviation in constrained emissions when satellite data were assimilated in addition to Flight + Ground, indicating that the Flight + Ground data set dominates the inversion providing larger information content. Thus, the data strategies selected allow assessing the ability of MODIS satellite data to constrain emissions when additional detailed data are not available and using satellite AOD as an independent data set when validating the Flight + Ground inversion. Four hourly time series of constrained emission sets were obtained by combining the two sets of observations and the two sets of meteorological boundary conditions. Simulation (3) and the update of the scaling factors (see section 2.2) were performed only for Flight + Ground inversions.

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) provided the hourly FRP (proxy for fire intensity) and fire counts (fire pixels within the fire perimeter) shown in Figures 3a and 3b. Daily burned area estimates were available from the U.S. Airborne National InfraRed OPerationS (NIROPS, http://nirops.fs.fed.us/).

3. Comparison of Rim Fire Emission Estimates

Assimilating Flight + Ground data results in a factor of 2.7–4.2 increase over the initial emissions during the study period. Underestimations of this magnitude are common when correcting fire emissions across the globe [Kaiser et al., 2012; Kononovolov et al., 2014]. Figure 1b shows the time series of hourly scaling factors, which vary from 0.3 to 37. The variability of the factors for each hour (red shading) represents the range of the estimates obtained using the FNL and NARR meteorology. Scaling factors on 24 August show the largest inconsistencies between FNL and NARR experiments, with FNL generally requiring decreased emissions and the NARR requiring increased emissions. This discrepancy is caused by a modeled thick plume being advected over the University of Nevada-Reno AERONET site, producing simulated AOD values larger than 2 with FNL, which is not shown by the observations or by the NARR simulation (Figure S2 in the supporting information). The AOD difference is explained by a slight shift in wind direction between the simulations. Other than this case, hourly scaling factors and emissions (Figure 1c) using FNL and NARR are generally within a factor of 3 and they are highly correlated with each other ($R = 0.83$ for daily emissions). Uncertainties other than the driving meteorology are contributed by specification of inversion parameters and perturbations applied for computing derivatives (Text S1 in the supporting information and section 2). However, after accounting for all these uncertainties, most optimized scaling factors and emissions show similar patterns of increased nighttime activity and higher day-to-day variability, which are analyzed in detail in the following sections.

To evaluate the inversion methodology, model skill using the initial emissions was compared to simulations using Flight + Ground constrained emissions (Figure 2). Results show an improved alignment of data around the 1:1 line after the inversion, indicating closer agreement with extinction, CO, and AERONET AOD observations, which is also reflected by the decrease in fractional bias (FB) and error (FE) ([Morris et al., 2005] also defined in Text S1 in the supporting information and section 4) for all assimilated data sets (in situ OA and remotely sensed extinction in Table S1 in the supporting information). In addition, individual time series of in situ extinction, AERONET AOD, and surface CO show improved performance for simulations using the constrained emissions (Figure S2 in the supporting information). This model evaluation against assimilated data confirms that the inversion method is working properly as it can modify emissions to fit multiple data sets simultaneously. Comparisons between the constrained estimates and other airborne and satellite observations not assimilated (black carbon, sulfate, aerosol number and volume, and airborne and satellite AOD) also show improvements over the initial emissions (satellite AOD in Figure 2, the rest in Table S1 in the supporting information), thus supporting the choice of applying the same scaling factors to all species (section 2.2) and providing an independent validation and showing the robustness of the constrained emissions.

3.1. Diurnal Cycle

Scaling factors are typically higher than 10 during several nighttime periods when assimilating Flight + Ground data (Figures 1b and 1c). This suggests that nocturnal emissions are underestimated in the diurnal cycle assumed by the model (Figure 1c, initial guess). Nocturnal contributions to total daily emissions are 4–8% before the inversion but can reach values as high as 44% after the inversion (Figure 1c). These findings are supported by GOES data, which show persistent fire counts throughout the day and night (Figure 3a), deviating from the typical diurnal cycle of fire activity in the region [Mu et al., 2011].
GOES FRP observations also remain high during the night, but show more of a diurnal cycle than fire counts (Figure 3b). A possible reason for the elevated nocturnal fire activity is the lack of nighttime relative humidity recovery and high nighttime surface wind speeds, driven by the synoptic meteorological pattern during the primary burning period of the Rim Fire [Peterson et al., 2014].

Smoke emissions are usually constrained at daily or longer scales, which require a fixed diurnal cycle that often has little nocturnal fire activity. However, the results shown here indicate that smoke emission estimates and the associated air quality impacts are likely incorrectly estimated during the largest fire events. Therefore, the inclusion of temporally resolved (e.g., hourly) observations of the diurnal cycle of burning [Zhang et al., 2012; Baldassarre et al., 2015] or performing hourly resolved inversions with all available ground-based, airborne and/or satellite data are recommended for simulations of fire events. This has significance beyond large midlatitude fires, as deviations from typical diurnal cycles have also been observed for tropical [Yokelson et al., 2007] and boreal [Vermote et al., 2009] fires.

3.2. Day-to-Day Variability

In contrast to the initial emissions, the emissions constrained by assimilating Flight + Ground data show considerable day-to-day variability (Figure 1c). Similar variability is found in the daily NIROPS burned area estimates as indicated by their strong correlation with the constrained emissions (Figure 3c). Area burned is used in fuel consumption-based inventories as one of several multiplicative factors when estimating emissions [e.g., Wiedinmyer et al., 2011]. Thus, accurate emission estimates should be proportional and highly correlated to an independent and accurate measure of daily area burned (i.e., NIROPS) if fuel-related variables (e.g., biomass loading, fraction of biomass burned, and emission factors) do not change considerably from day to day, i.e., if similar vegetation burned in a similar fashion during the inversion period. This assumption is reasonable as the region that burned was mostly covered by evergreen needleleaf forest, less than 15% of the area was affected by previous fuel treatment [Johnson et al., 2013], and flaming combustion likely predominated due to extreme fire weather conditions [Peterson et al., 2014]. Thus, the proportionality with area burned is another independent test of the robustness of the constrained emissions. The unconstrained initial emissions did not correlate with observed area burned likely because the MODIS FRP retrievals, which provide the day-to-day variability in QFED emissions, were only available four times per day, were obscured during the period of largest fire growth and may have been underestimated as a result of MODIS reaching saturation due to the extent and intensity of the fire (details in Text S1 in the supporting information and section 5). This shows the utility of the inversion method for improving fire emissions estimates.

3.3. Dependence of the Inversion on Observations Assimilated

Total emissions constrained using Satellite-only data (Figure 1c, green area) are 2.1–2.5 times the initial emissions, which is lower than the range of 2.7–4.2 obtained when using Flight + Ground constrained emissions (Figure 1c, red area). This difference can be explained mainly by lower satellite assimilation scaling factors during the night (Figure 1b). AOD retrievals are not possible (or filtered as clouds) for thick smoke plumes, and due to the magnitude of the Rim Fire, valid AOD retrievals were only possible at long distances downwind of the fire after plume dilution had taken place. Measurements far away from the source could be sensitive to a wide temporal range of emissions (e.g., day and night emissions simultaneously) as the footprint of each hourly emission grows with time due to transport and diffusion. This simultaneity favors changes to day-time emissions because they are of higher magnitude and prevents large departures in nocturnal emissions from the initial estimates. In contrast, near-source measurements (e.g., ground-based at Reno, flights close to the source) tend to be sensitive to a narrow temporal range of emissions, which can provide a stronger constraint to nocturnal emissions.

Another explanation for reduced scaling factors from satellite-only data is related to the error introduced after transport within the model. High AOD regions of the plume can be identified in model and satellite data far from the fire, but their geographical location may differ due to errors in model transport. An error in the plume location can prevent a close fit by the assimilation and result in reduced departures from the initial emissions.

The combination of model transport errors and missing near-source AOD retrievals suggests that emissions may be underestimated when constraining smoke emissions from exceptional fire events via satellite AOD
and that improved characterization can be accomplished using close range measurements. However, in the absence of these measurements, satellite retrievals can still improve the representation of total emissions and of its day-to-day variability, as shown by the high correlation between area burned change and emissions constrained by satellite data (Figure 3c). Future studies should assess impacts of other satellite data such as multispecies (e.g., CO and NH₃ columns) and geo-stationary retrievals.

4. Downwind Impacts

Simulations performed using constrained emissions can substantially modify aerosol loads in the plume with respect to the initial estimates and thus affect air quality predictions (Figure 4a and Figure S2 in the supporting information). Surface particulate pollution is significantly affected in locations such as California and Nevada, which are close to the fire source, with increases in modeled concentration reaching over 500 μg/m³ in particulate matter below 2.5 μm in size (PM₂.₅) (Figure 4a). Although the differences decrease as the plume dilutes [e.g., Feng et al., 2014], over 50% of the inner model domain shows increases in PM₂.₅ that reach over 10 μg/m³. Improved smoke emissions are not only important for improving forecasts but also for attributing the contribution of fires (versus urban anthropogenic) to air quality degradation, assessing health effects of fires and investigating climate change impacts.

The differences between initial and constrained emission estimates are also pronounced for the column aerosol, with AOD increases reaching values larger than 4 over Nevada and over 0.1 for a large fraction of the domain (Figure 4b). WRF-Chem is a fully coupled online model and thus includes aerosol-radiation interactions [Fast et al., 2006]. As a result, effects on shortwave radiation due to the increase in emissions can also be evaluated (Figure 4c). The additional smoke from the constrained emissions intensifies the dimming of the surface reducing clear-sky downward shortwave radiation by more than 200 W/m² across portions of western Nevada, with a large portion of the domain being dimmed by over 10 W/m². Changes in radiation balance due to different emissions can affect the local meteorology including temperature and boundary layer height [e.g., Feng et al., 2014] and in combination with aerosol-cloud interactions can have important implications for larger-scale weather phenomena [e.g., Saide et al., 2015].

5. Conclusions

Large-scale biomass burning is increasingly recognized for its adverse effects on air quality, visibility, and health, thus providing motivation for improving smoke emission estimates. By focusing on one of the largest fire events in California's history, this study developed an inversion methodology that uses the WRF-Chem modeling system to constrain hourly smoke emissions. This method differs from the commonly performed inversions that constrain daily (or longer time scale) emissions by constraining hourly emissions using high-resolution (4 km) simulations (full-chemistry and tagged-tracers) driven by initial and perturbed emissions together with a variational inversion framework. The inversion method is able to simultaneously improve the model fit to various SEAC4RS airborne measurements (e.g., OA, CO, and aerosol extinction), ground-based measurements (e.g., AERONET AOD and CO), and satellite data (MODIS AOD) by modifying smoke emissions based on the information content of the combined multiplatform measurements.
Results show that the constrained emissions for a 6-day period including the largest fire growth are a factor 2.7–4.2 higher than the initial emission estimates. Moreover, there is a tendency to increase nocturnal emissions by factors sometimes larger than 20, indicating that vigorous fire activity continued during the night. This deviation from a typical diurnal cycle is confirmed using geostationary satellite data of fire counts and FRP, highlighting the need for modeling with variable emission diurnal profiles during exceptional fire events. The constrained emissions also have a larger day-to-day variability and show stronger correlation with daily area burned estimates based on airborne infrared measurements when compared to the initial emissions. The lower correlation for the initial emissions is due to the MODIS FRP retrievals failing to represent the day-to-day variability of area burned for this event, which encourages the use of inversions to better constrain emissions. Sensitivity experiments with the system show that an inversion based solely on satellite AOD data yields smaller scaling factors than when using all the other data sources. Therefore, emission inversions for exceptional fire events could be underestimated by inversion methods based exclusively on satellite AOD retrievals, which supports current and future deployment of ground-based networks and airborne field experiments along with the use of multispecies data to study fires. Variations in smoke emissions can have a significant impact on surface air quality, aerosol load, and its effects on local and regional meteorology, highlighting the need for performing these studies.
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